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ABSTRACT
O ve r 15 years of experience, and a prese nt stock of
nearl y 140 de vices, have made us familiar with the use of
avalanche-blasting ropeways (CA TEX) in artificial avalanche
release. Two yea rs ago, in co nsultation with all o th er users
we sta rted to es tabli sh a list of recommendation s for th e
safe use of CA TEX , so that efficiency and re liabilit y co uld
be improved considerably. These guidelines have been
d esig ned to achieve safet y by adapting CATEX tec hnol ogy
to avalanche problems concerned with mechanical equipment ,
explosives, staff and mainte nance.

mu st be reinforced.
Fo r example, the sys tem mu st
withstand seve re weather conditions caused by wind, frost,
etc., and beca use it conveys explosives there are spec ial
co ntro ls including the fuse-obligation and minimum safety
distances whenever rad io transmitters are used.
About 250 CA TEX have been built so far, of which
mo re than 140 are in France and one has a ca ble le ngth of
ove r 7.6 km. Beca use of the widespread use of CATEX it
has become necessary in France to produce regulati o ns
gove rnin g the use of the technique, in order both to
prevent new use rs such as entrepreneurs, owners, a nd
tec hni c ians from making mistakes, and to improve the
re li ab ilit y of the sys tem (Rapin and Brugnot, 1988 ).

INTRODUCTION
MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS
CA TEX (the Fre nch acronym for "explosive ca rr y in g
cab le") tec hnol ogy ha s been used in creas ingly during th e last
15 yea rs, especially in Austria and in France, for ca usin g
th e artificial release of avalanches. The device offers the
following co m b inatio n of spec ific adva ntages for ava lanche
pro tec ti o n:
Once at the driving stati on, it is always poss ible to
operate the equipment simply and quickly under any
weather condition and at any time.
The exp los ion takes place above the snow cover, the
optimal height above snow cover for blasting being
between I and 5 m, and in suc h conditions 80% of
deto nati ons release avalanches.
Di stant and / or inaccessible starting zones ca n be
reac hed .
Investment costs are far below those of pe rman e nt
avalanche-prevention structures, such as snow or road
shi elds , wh e n the area to be covered is large (greater
than I ha) .
Operating cos ts are low, consisting prima rily of staff
cos ts during operations.
Automatic use of safety fu ses for detonatio n reduces
risks from the ma nipulation of explosives and all ows
re cove ry of any non-exploded charge.
Some di sadva ntages, howeve r, mu st be me nti o ned:
Artificial re lease of ava lan c hes cannot be reco mmend ed
for protection of inhabited areas.
Impl e menta tion is almost imposs ible where pylons have
to be set up in an area of avalanche high-risk.
Environmental and / or safety considerations may prohibit
the construction of towers and the layin g of cables.
Costs are high compared with the use of ha nd blasting.
Once a CA TEX has been built it may be difficult to
correct errors in its des ign and, if p ylons have to be
moved, this is a costly operation.
From the technical point of view, a CA TEX is a
ski-lift with a driving station, pylons, pulleys and a moving
cable. The system carries only explosives, not people and as
a result some of the safety arrangements necessa ry in
sk i- lifts carrying people may be dispensed with, although,
o n the other hand , there are also safety provisions which
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CA TEX techniques
Befo re building a CA TEX one must be certain th at
art ificial avalanche re lease is a technically fea sibl e so luti o n
for providing th e required leve l of protection . A ri sk stud y
mu st be made to assess potential damage to life a nd
property; and as a general rule risk of accident to peop le
or buildings is un accep tabl e but risk of damage to sk i-lifts
ma y so metim es be tole rated.
Road s
mu st
be closed during
avalanche
release
ope ra tion s. Explosives should be water- and fro st-resis tant ,
wi th detonation speeds greater than 5000 m/ so Gelatine
dynamites, which are approximately 40% nitrogl yce rine , are
often used although nitrates may be used if the packagin g
is watertight. A seismic tube package of 2.5 kg is most
widely used , because it withstands jolts during trans it.
It is crucial to locate the CA TEX driving station
o ut side th e avalanche zone, with easy access even under bad
weather co nditi ons. This is particularl y important when
avalanche control operations are needed during snow sto rm s
o r to protect hi ghwa ys or main ski -runs. Pylons have to be
placed in pOSItIOnS not at risk from avalanches.
If
necessary, the y should be protected against avalanche force s
by the use of wedges or by reinforcement.
The advantages and disadvantages of us ing CA TEX as
compared with other protective sys tems should be assessed
in the light of the principal rules for artificial avalanche
rel ease (Gubler, 1983).
Construction
Experience shows that CA TEX efficiency is increased
if three conditions are fulfilled . These are that:
The blasting points should be fixed in collaboratio n
with an avalanche expert and with local people,
especially when they know the site well and have
practical ex perience of artificial avalanche release a t
thi s site.
A topographical survey should be performed in order
to determine whether the cable will be clear of th e
snow surface. Three profiles must be drawn; one for
the unloaded system, another one with the larges t
expected explosive weight and a third for cable
covered with ice , to make possible the calculation of
pylon heights and of the likely stresses on the pylons,
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pulleys and cable. This is all the more important when
descenders are to be used, since these electronic
devices may be damaged by encountering obstacles.
(Snow-drifting must also be considered at this stage of
the project.)
Potential effects of wind, rime, and possibly avalanches
should be taken into account. In addition to normal
operational loads two cases must be considered for
wind stress, namely that when the CA TEX is moving
it is subjected to a stress of 300 Pa and that when the
CA TEX is at rest it experiences a horizontal stress of
2 500 Pa and a vertical stress of 500 Pa. When rime is
a major factor then automatic running of the CA TEX
at time intervals of about 5 min may be recommended
as being most suitable.
A study of the site may help to reduce the number of
necessary pylons and to assess their optimal height. In
addition it seems essential to ensure a correct initial
alignment and frequent maintenance in order to prevent
wear on pulleys.
Explosives
In most cases the charge is triggered by a detonator
which is itself triggered by a fuse . Therefore the problem
is to have a sufficiently long time lapse for the fuse, so
that the load can reach the blasting point before exploding.
However, this simple system has three major drawbacks:
Once the load is sent along the ropeway there is no
possibility of stopping the operation in the event of
engine or power failure.
If several distant blastings need to be performed the
duration of the operation will become very long.
During transport the load is situated at a fixed and
rather short distance from the cable, so that it can be
well clear of the snow surface when it arrives at the
blasting point. The load-bearing rope could be burned
by the fuse and so drop the load. For this reason the
simple system fails to meet the requirement of French
law that exploded charges must be retrieved, and so is
illegal in France.
For the reasons mentioned more above sophisticated
systems called descenders have been introduced, which can
retrieve unexploded loads. Owing to electrostatic problems
encountered in high mountains, especially around metallic
objects in motion, activating explosives directly by means of
a source of electric energy is forbidden . Igniting a fuse
more than I m long activates the detonator about It min
later . Selecting on a timer a value of I min or more before
each operation cannot control the precise timing of th e
explosion, since the process cannot be stopped once the load
is sent along the cable. Radio control of fuse lighting, and
consequently also of the explosion, is increasingly used for
long CA TEX because it provides the possibility of
controlling blasting up to the last moment. Such radio
control is mandatory if a CA TEX system crosses an
avalanche starting zone which must not be triggered, for
example where buildings are involved . Radio operators must
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be equipped with mechanical and electronical safety devices,
and ignition should only be authorized upon completion of
a strict procedure without which the system
must
automatically return to a passive waiting position. A special
high-intensity ignition system that is protected against static
electricity and humidity and has a reinforced filament has
been designed specially for CA TEX with the aim of
reducing the risks of fuse ejection.
Advanced descenders can place an explosive charge at
the desired distance from the snow surface. This particular
distance is selected separately before each operation. The use
of radio command enables the monitoring of the explosive
system since all descenders can emit information such as
charge position ready, explosion completed, misfire, etc.
The rules require that a CA TEX system must be able
to function correctly after a 3 h stand at -30°C. This is a
severe test for descenders owing to the fact that they
contain electronic components, but experience has shown
that this provision is both essential and realistic. As far as
long CA TEX arrangements are concerned it is convenient to
attach several explosive charges to a cable, each of which
has its own descender controlled by either radio or a timing
mechanism. The problem then is to slow down the driving
engine whenever a charge passes a pulley. This can be done
manually using a chart, or automatically if several
descenders and pylons are involved.
The use of an
automatically-monitored system
to
slow down
or to
accelerate the CA TEX engine progressively when necessa ry
is recommended .
Staff
How well a CA TEX system operates depends on the
technical skills of the staff involved and the instructions
they receive.
The more sophisticated the equipment, the
more competent the staff should be.
Detailed instruction
and staff training are likely to improve significantly the
reliability of the machinery.

CONCLUSION
CA TEX
reliability
and
efficiency depends
upon
compliance with certain basic rules of design, construction ,
operation, and maintainance. If well designed , CA TEX can
be an efficient method of avalanche protection, and for thi s
reason its use is already widespread in France. It should
be noted that, in our experience, attempts to save money in
construction often result in increases in operating costs.
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